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  ________  Offers insightful reasoning and strong evidence of critical thinking

  ________  Makes valid, nontrivial inferences based on evidence in the text

  ________  Skillfully supports answers with relevant details from the text 

  ________  Gives answers that indicate a complete understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are easy to understand, clear, and concise

  ________  Uses conventions, spelling, and grammar correctly

3

  ________  Offers sufficient reasoning and evidence of critical thinking

  ________  Makes inferences based on evidence in the text

  ________  Supports answers with details from the text

  ________  Gives answers that indicate a good understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are easy to understand

  ________  Uses conventions, spelling, and grammar correctly most of the time

2

 
 
________  Demonstrates some evidence of critical thinking

  ________   Makes incorrect inferences or does not base inferences on 
evidence in the text

  ________  Attempts to support answers with information from the text

  ________  Gives answers that indicate an incomplete understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are understandable but lack focus

  ________  Gives answers containing several errors in conventions, spelling,
and grammar

1

  ________  Demonstrates limited or no evidence of critical thinking

  ________  Makes no inferences

  ________  Does not support answers with details from the text

  ________  Gives answers that indicate little to no understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are difficult to understand

  ________  Gives answers with many errors in conventions, spelling, and grammar

Read. Then, answer the questions.

 1.  How long do the brothers need to feed the kitten with an eyedropper?

 2.   Is the story told in first- or third-person narration? Circle the evidence in the story 
that supports your answer.

 3.   Why do the brothers hang a picture of the kitten on a telephone pole? Use 
evidence from the story to support your answer. 

 Ref lect
How does the author support the fact that Ben and his brother are caring? 

Mike and Moe
 We chose our first cat, Mike, at the animal shelter when he was only eight weeks 
old. He was a very independent kitten from the beginning. 

 When Mike was about two years old, I heard a faint cry while I was reading on the 
patio. I did not see anything. The crying persisted. Finally, about 10 feet above where I 
was sitting, I saw a tiny kitten sitting on a tree branch.

 I called for my brother, Ben, to bring a ladder. Ben climbed up the first two rungs 
and handed me the tiniest kitten I had ever seen. 

 The kitten did not have a collar, so we did not know who he belonged to. But, we 
knew that the kitten needed special care, so we took the kitten to our veterinarian. She 
told us how to feed him with an eyedropper. 

 When we got home, Ben took a picture of the kitten and hung it on a telephone 
pole. We wanted to take care of him, but if his owner was looking for him, she might 
be sad or upset. Ben and I fed the kitten with an eyedropper for two weeks. Nobody 
claimed him, so we named him Moe.

 At first, Mike was not nice to Moe. Now, they are good friends. We have no idea how 
Moe ended up in that tree, but we are glad that he did. We think that Mike is glad too.
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Read. Then, answer the questions.

Name

 1.  What does ravenous mean in “The Girl and the Almonds”?

 2.  The daughter is stubborn  What evidence in the story supports this?

 3.   Read the first paragraph of “The Raven and the Pitcher ” Why did the author 
include such descriptive language?

 Ref lect
The fables have similar themes  Compare and contrast the two stories using evidence 
from both to support your answer 

 

The Girl and the Almonds
 A girl, hungry after a day of play, spied a jar of honeyed almonds  “Mom, may I 
please have some nuts?” she asked, her ravenous tummy growling 

 “It’s almost time for dinner,” said her mother  “Only take a handful ”

 The greedy little girl reached into the jar, grabbing as many nuts as she could hold  
But, when she tried to pull out her hand, it got stuck  She tugged until her arm grew 
sore and tears of disappointment flowed down her cheeks 

 Amazed at her daughter’s stubbornness, her mother said, “Let go of half of the 
almonds, or you will end up with none at all ” 

The Raven and the Pitcher
 For months, rain had not fallen in the desert  The cacti’s fleshy leaves had dried and 
withered into flat, leathery discs  Creeks shaded by the canyons had turned to clay  

 A raven circled high above  He knew that death would come by sunset if he could 
not find water  Spotting something in a deserted campsite, the raven swooped down  It 
was a pitcher half-filled with water! But, he could not reach the water 

 He perched beside the container and thought  Grabbing a small pebble, he 
dropped it into the pitcher  He dropped pebble after pebble into the pitcher, and the 
water rose closer to the top  At last, he was able to drink his fill and save his life 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.

 1.  What does embellished mean?

 2.  What is the central message of the story?

 3.   How does the author support the central message?

 Ref lect
In the end, the milkmaid is left with even less than she started with. How would the 
central message of the story be affected if she still had some milk left? Why?

 

 

The Milkmaid and Her Pail
 A young milkmaid walked down a dusty path with a pail of fresh, warm cow’s milk 
poised upon her head. As she neared her small, thatched-roof hut, daydreams filled  
her mind.

 “The milk was so creamy this morning,” she thought. “I’ll churn the cream into 
golden butter that I will sell at the village market tomorrow. With the money I make 
from the butter, I will buy a dozen eggs, and from the dozen eggs will hatch a dozen 
chickens. The dozen chickens will each lay a dozen eggs, and then I will have chickens, 
eggs, and butter to sell at the Autumn Fair.”

 “With the money I make at the fair, I will buy a silver gown 
embellished with pearls. This winter, I will wear it to the Sheriff’s 
Ball. When his son sees me, he’ll seek me to dance. But, will I? Oh, 
never! As he begs to take my hand, I’ll sweetly smile and shake 
my head from side to side like this!” 

 In that moment, the milkmaid’s dreams turned back to 
reality. The wooden pail lay broken on the ground. In the end, she 
had nothing, not even the milk she started with.
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Read  Then, answer the questions on page 9 
Learning to Fly

 The Metro train whisked to a stop deep beneath the US capital  Roberto  
was so excited that he had to remind himself to breathe  Two years ago, he and his  
family emigrated from Mexico to a small town in northern Utah  His father was a missile 
scientist who worked for NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)  He 
was developing new rockets for a space airplane that would someday replace the 
space shuttle 

 As far back as Roberto could remember, he wanted to be a US Air Force pilot  He 
won a writing contest with an essay titled “Why I Want to Be an Air Force Pilot ” The prize 
was an all-expenses-paid trip to Washington, DC, with his family  Today, he was on his 
way to visit the National Air and Space Museum  

 “Hang on, Maria,” he said, grasping his sister’s hand  The escalator rose steeply 
toward the morning light  

 The Air Force cadet who was escorting the family explained the subway  “Almost 
30 years ago the first subway began running under the city,” he said  “The subway 
averages more than half a million riders each  workday  This has reduced pollution from 
car fumes  The exhaust was harming the marble and granite on the monuments ” 

 When they arrived at the National Air and Space Museum, Roberto was 
overwhelmed  At the F-16 exhibit, the cadet described what it felt like to fly faster than 
the speed of sound  When Roberto did not think that he could handle the excitement 
anymore, the cadet asked him if he wanted to fly in a simulator  With the cadet as his 
wingman, Roberto shakily raised the computerized airplane off the ground and into the 
air  It was an intense experience that left Roberto exhilarated 

 Seven hours later, the family returned to their hotel room across from the Capitol 
building  That evening, they were going to see more of the city’s monuments, which 
looked like shimmering jewels when they were lit at night  The monuments honored 
past presidents and soldiers who fought to keep the United States free  But now, it was 
time to rest 

 Roberto got out his diary and wrote 

 Today was one of the best days I’ve ever had. I saw the 
airplane that Wilbur Wright flew over Kitty Hawk. I also saw 
Glamorous Glennis, the X-1 rocket plane that Chuck 
Yeager flew when he broke the sound barrier. The 
Mercury space capsule that Scott Carpenter used 
to orbit Earth was barely taller than my dad!

 When I was in the simulator, I really felt 
like I was a pilot. Sometimes, I had to close 
my eyes as we zoomed around. I took off 
and landed the airplane with only a little 
help from the cadet. I definitely want to be 
an Air Force pilot!
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 1.  Where is Roberto originally from?

 2.   Although Roberto does not actually learn to fly in the story, the author chose 
“Learning to Fly” as the title  Why?

 3.   Choose one of the words in bold print  What does it mean? How do you know?

 4.  Underline the simile in the story  What is being compared? 

 5.   The author states that Roberto is overwhelmed when they arrive at the National 
Air and Space Museum  What caused Roberto to feel this way?

 Ref lect
The author concludes the story with a first-person diary excerpt  How does this help 
deepen the reader’s understanding of the story?

 

Read the story on page 8  Then, answer the questions 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.

Name

 1.  What is Javon’s problem? How does he solve it?

 2.   Javon’s teacher tells him, “Where there’s a will, there’s a way ” What does she 
mean by this?

 3.  Compare and contrast how Javon sees the bike to how it actually looks  

 Ref lect
What lesson does Javon learn in the story? What events in the story support the lesson?

 

Javon’s Bike
 Every kid on Javon’s block had a bike  Javon wanted one too  He watched his 
friends ride off to the park  They waved and asked him to join them  He waved back  It 
was three blocks to the park  Walking was so slow that by time he got there, it would be 
time to go home  

 One night, Javon asked his mother for a bike for his birthday  His mother explained 
that they did not have enough money  Javon went to his room  How would he ever  
get a bike? Just then, he remembered his teacher saying, “Where there’s a will, there’s  
a way ”

 The next day, Javon saw Mrs  Benson pulling weeds  She was an older woman, 
so he asked if she needed help  She said yes and sent him to the shed to get gloves  
When Javon opened the shed door, he saw a bike  It was old and the tires were flat, but 
it looked beautiful to him  

 Mrs  Benson told him that it belonged to her son and asked Javon if he liked it  She 
told him that when they finished she would give him a cool glass of lemonade—and 
the bike  How could he have dreamed that Mrs  Benson would give him such a fine gift 
for such a little favor?
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Read. Then, answer the questions.

 1.  How long does it take Jessica and her mother to plan her new room?

 2. The author states that Jessica has “mixed feelings” about going into fourth grade       
      How do you know?

 3.  How do Jessica’s actions help support the theme?

 Ref lect
How do Jessica’s feelings change from the beginning of the story to the end? Use 
evidence from the story to support your answer 

 

Jessica’s New Room
 School was going to begin, and Jessica had mixed feelings about the fourth grade  
Her older sister had spent the summer warning Jessica about the dangers of  
fourth grade  

 One day, Jessica got an idea  She needed a fourth-grader’s bedroom  Jessica’s 
room had many reminders of her early school years  She needed a more grown-up-
looking room  She gathered some magazines with decorating tips and walked to 
her mother’s basement office  She knew her mother liked well-thought-out ideas and 
presentations, so she prepared her thoughts on the way 

 She found her mother and explained that she was very excited about being a top-
notch fourth grader  Then, she went on to say that for this to happen, she needed a 
change 

 Jessica placed several magazines on the table and explained that she was no 
longer a baby  She showed some pictures of older-looking bedroom styles, and her 
mother looked at each one carefully  

 Her mother smiled and told her that it was a great idea  For almost an hour, Jessica 
and her mother swapped ideas and planned her new room  

 Jessica was excited about the change from her old room and was certain this 
would help make her year in the fourth grade a good one 
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Name

Read  Then, answer the questions on page 13 

The Mysterious Light
 Chris sat in a chair by the window  The grandfather clock at the bottom of the stairs 
started to chime  It echoed through the quiet halls  

 Chris could hardly keep his eyes open  He knew that his pajamas were laid neatly 
on the bed, but he did not want to wear them  If he had to run for help, he wanted to 
be wearing a shirt, jeans, and sneakers  

 When his parents said that he could stay with his uncle while they were in France, 
he was happy  His other choice was Camp Blue Sky  Chris did not like Camp Blue Sky  At 
least at his uncle’s house, he would have good food, a room of his own, and no leather 
crafts  

 He closed his eyes and counted the clock’s strikes—9, 10, 11, 12  He now wished 
that he had chosen Camp Blue Sky  It was not perfect, but it was better than a spooky, 
old house 

 The clock stopped chiming  The house was still  Chris opened his eyes and looked 
down on the garden  He wanted to see the mysterious light again  If he knew what it 
was, he might be able to sleep 

 At first, he saw nothing but dark paths and the reflection of the half moon on the 
pond  Maybe the light that he saw the night before was just a dream  

 Suddenly, he saw it again  At first, the white 
beam flickered  Then, it was steady  It moved 
across the far side of the garden just beyond 
the garage  When it came toward the house, 
Chris dove into bed  

 He pulled the covers over his head and 
waited  His heart pounded  His bedroom door 
slowly creaked open  He tried to stay still, but 
he could not help shaking when a voice spoke 
his name 

 “Chris, are you still awake?”

 Chris was startled to hear his name called  He sat up in bed and said, “Uncle Jeff, is 
that you?” 

 “Yes  I was outside checking on the cat in the barn  Koko just had her kittens  Would 
you like to come see them?”

 “Sure!” said Chris  He jumped out of bed and reached for his shoes  

 His uncle looked puzzled  “Chris,” he said  “Why are you wearing your clothes  
in bed?”

 Chris laughed  “It’s a long story, Uncle Jeff  I’ll tell you on the way to the barn ”
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Read the story on page 12  Then, answer the questions 
 1.  What does flickered mean? How do you know?

 2.  Is this story told in first- or third-person narration? Circle the evidence in the story   
  that supports your answer  

 3.  Why is the title a good choice for the story?

 4.  What is the mysterious light? How do you know?

 Ref lect
Why does Chris suddenly go from being scared to laughing? What causes this 
change?
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Read. Then, answer the questions.

Name

 1.  What does proposed mean? How do you know?

 2.  What would be a better title for this story? Why?

 3.  How would the story be different if it were told from Uri’s father’s point of view?

 Ref lect
Uri has a few problems in the story  Do you think he is a good problem solver? Why or 
why not? Use evidence from the story to support your answer 

 

Uri’s Music
 Uri loved to listen to music  As soon as he came home from school, his mother let 
him listen while he did homework  

 Uri’s father was a judge and worked long hours  Uri’s music bothered his father, so 
he told Uri that he could not listen to music after six o’clock  This was bad news for Uri, 
but he turned off the music 

 Uri missed his rock music so he asked his father if he could listen with headphones  
His father agreed  He did his homework and chores with the headphones on  This 
worked out well for everyone 

 One day, Uri’s father asked him a question, but Uri did not hear it because he was 
wearing his headphones  His father grew angry and told Uri that he could not listen to 
music while he did his homework  This was bad news for Uri, but he turned off the music 

 Uri continued to listen to music while he did chores  One day, as he reached to put 
away clean dishes, the cord got caught on the drawer  It jerked across Uri’s arms and 
he dropped the dishes that he was holding  They broke all over the floor  His parents 
came running, and when they learned what had happened, they took the player away  
Uri finished the dishes in silence 

 Uri missed his music and proposed to his parents that he be allowed to listen in 
his room until dinnertime  After dinner, they would turn on classical music  Uri’s parents 
knew that music was important to Uri, so they agreed 
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